
Math 458
Homework Due Wednesday, April 17

For this assignment and later ones, it will be convenient to have a computer program that
does arithmetic in Fp. We will be using Sage for this. See the notes on the course website
for instructions about accessing and using Sage.

1. We need to be able to find inverses in Fp, and this is easy to do by taking powers and
using Fermat’s Little Theorem: ap−1 = 1, so a−1 = ap−2.

(a) Use Sage to find the inverse of 38 in F97.

(b) Someone claims that 55789 is a prime number. Compute 255789 in Z/55789, and
explain what this says about the claim.

2. When you learned linear algebra, you probably learned it over R and C. You learned how
to solve equations by row-reduction, and lots of other things. Pretty much everything
you learned works over any field. Solve the system

2x + 3y + 5z = 10

x + 8y + 12z = 5

3x + y + z = 17

in the field F41. Do the row-reduction by hand, but use the computer to do all the arith-
metic. Remember that instead of dividing by a number you will always be multiplying
by its inverse.

3. We can program Sage to solve the Discrete Logarithm Problem by brute force. Type
the following function into Sage (being careful that the indentations match up).

def dlog(A,g,p): # returns the number x such that gx = A in Z/p
i=0 # i will keep track of the exponent
power=1 # Start with g0 = 1
while i<p:

if power==A: # If the power matches the number A, we found it,
return i # so return the exponent and stop.

power=(power*g)%p # Multiply by one more g, and reduce modulo p
i=i+1 # Increase the exponent and loop back.

return 'No solution'

NOTE: When you type this into Sage, you will hit <Return> after each line until the
very last one, where you will hit <Shift-Return> to have Sage compile the function. You
do not have to type in the comments after the hash marks (#), which are there just to
help explain the code. If you are new to Python and/or Sage, make sure to go through
the “Intro to Sage” notes given on the course website.

Make sure your code works by trying dlog(9,2,11). You should get the answer of 6.



(a) Try p = 99989 and g = 2. Find logg(55), logg(1000), logg(52381), logg(52382), and
logg(52384).

(b) A list of all primes from 2 to 10,000,000 can be found at

www.mathematical.com/primelist1to100kk.html

By trying a few values, see how long it seems to take for the computer to find a
random logarithm as the primes get large. Report anything you notice here. (Note:
You will have to change the value of g as you change the prime, to make sure you
have a generator. Often g = 2 or g = 3 will work.)

4. This question deals with the efficiency of the fast power algorithm. In Sage, enter the
following commands:

def power(n,k,p): # returns nˆk in Z/p
i=0
temp=1
while i<k:

temp=(temp*n)%p
i=i+1

return temp

def fpower(n,k,p): # returns nˆk in Z/p using Fast Powering
if k==0:

return 1
if k==1:

return n
if k%2==0:

temp=fpower(n,k/2,p)
temp=(tempˆ2)%p
return temp

temp=fpower(n,(k-1)/2,p)
temp=(n*temp*temp)%p
return temp

The function power(n,k,p) calculates nk in Fp by computing n2, n3, n4, . . ., each time
multiplying by another factor of n. The function fpower(n,k,p) calculates nk using the
Fast Powering Algorithm.

(a) Set the prime to be p = 205433. Compute 7311000 (mod p) using the regular
powering algorithm and see how long this takes. Replace 1000 by larger and larger
powers of 10...what is the first power of 10 for which the computer takes at least
five seconds to do the calculation?

(b) Now try computing 7311000 using Fast Powering. Again, replace 1000 by larger and
larger powers of 10. What is the first power of 10 that takes the computer at least
five seconds to do the calculation?
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5. We will need to be able to find primitive generators in Fp. Here are two functions that
help us do that:

def order(x,p): # returns the multiplicative order of x in Z/p
i=1 # keep track of the exponent, start with 1
power=x # first power is x
while i<=p:

if power==1: # if the power equals 1,
return i # return the exponent

i=i+1 # otherwise increase the exponent
power=(power*x)%p # and go to the next power

print 'Error ' # We should never get here
return

def is prim root(x,p): # Check if x is a primitive roof in Z/p
#return True if yes, False if no

if order(x,p)==p-1: # Just check if the order is the biggest possible
return True

return False

(a) Find a primitive root for F29.

(b) Find a primitive root for F47111.

(c) How many primitive roots for F29 are there?

(d) How many primitive roots for F1009 are there? [Some basic coding required].

6. Pick a short message, say 5 to 10 letters. Choose a prime that is bigger than 10,000,
choose a value of g, and use the ElGamal coding system to encode your message. You
should give your public key A, and the resulting ciphertext.

7. I am using p = 5176489 and g = 11, and my public key is A = 3680134. Decrypt the
following message that was coded with ElGamal:

(1569026, 688774), (3480587, 1098741), (1229690, 1193877)

(245823, 4722377), (2130771, 3245424), (3301958, 3959801), (5016045, 4084831)

(3240864, 3567288), (3964163, 2474635), (2588970, 2346240).

(Note: I have encoded the letters A–Z as the numbers 0–25, and any number above 25
represents a space.)

8. In this problem we will explore the powers of an element x in Fp, using Sage to give us
a visual picture. Type the following function into Sage:

def show powers(x,p):
i=0
list=[]
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while i<p:
point=[i,(xˆi)%p ]
list.append( point )
i=i+1

graph=points(list)
show(graph)
return

(a) Try p = 211 and x = 2. Then try p = 211 and x = 64. What do you notice that
distinguishes the two cases? Here 2 is a primitive generator for F211 but 64 is not.
Of the numbers 2 through 10, only 2, 3, and 7 are generators. Look at the pictures
for all of the numbers 2 through 10 and make sure you can visually spot which
pictures correspond to generators and which do not.

(b) Exactly two numbers between 2 and 20 are primitive generators for F1009. Using
only the pictures, determine what these numbers are.

9. Do Exercises 2.6 and 2.10 in the textbook.

Note: The following two problems are for people with a little coding experience.
If you have never seen coding before this class, #11 is probably much too hard.
#10 might be doable with some help, so come talk to me and I’ll help you
through it.

10. If n > 0 is a fixed integer, a number x in Fp for which xn = 1 is called an nth root of
unity. Of course 1 is always an nth root of unity, called the ‘trivial’ root.

(a) For each of the following fields, find all cube roots of unity, all 5th roots of unity,
all 7th roots of unity, and all 10th roots of unity (I suggest writing some code to do
this):

i. F13

ii. F29

iii. F31

iv. F1009

(b) Try to conjecture a general rule for when Fp has nontrivial kth roots of unity. Can
you justify the conjecture?

11. The Sage command is prime(n) returns True if n is prime, and False otherwise. What
percentage of primes p under 10,000 have 2 as a primitive root for Fp? Use Sage to give
an exact answer. Does the percentage change if we instead look at primes where 3 is
a primitive root, or 5? What percentage of primes have at least one of 2, 3, or 5 as a
primitive root?
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